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Abstract
The art of clothing supplements is one of the arts that has occupied an important position in the field of design because of its great impact on showing the beauty and elegance of clothing, as well as its connection with fashion, in which multiple styles and new treatments have become commonplace to keep up with tastes, innovations and rapid change in the design of clothes, where the designer of supplements innovates and creates using the materials and tools are what he likes to achieve in the end a useful artistic work in which the aesthetic relations of the complement are confirmed, depending on the synthesis of new materials that open him a wider field and greater possibilities and alternatives that enable him to create and innovate completely freely, in accordance with his desires and artistic trends to reach modern contemporary designs in line with fashion. The research problem is represented in the possibility of presenting proposed designs for supplements of contemporary women's clothing based on the art of synthesis in a method of juxtaposing raw materials, adding them and the style of dressing, and reaching the opinions of specialists and consumers towards those designs, and the aim of the research is to identify the art of combining with a method of juxtaposing and adding materials and the style of toushe and trying to employ it in the development of a contemporary design vision for complements Women’s clothing. The research followed the descriptive approach with analysis and application to answer the research questions and hypotheses, and was able The researcher designed and implemented a separate complementary number, belt and necklace, and used basic materials such as (decorative tapes - ropes - natural leather - neck strap) and auxiliary materials such as (shells - agate stones - pearl beads - parlet strings - metallic accessories of various shapes - plastic accessories - chains Metal - sherbet - metal sharks - leather strings - seashell buttons - metal staples - decorative ribbons - wool balls - ropes), and relied on the art of combining with the method of juxtaposing and adding materials and the toushe style. - An aesthetic and innovative axis - a functional axis (towards designs of separate clothing supplements carried out by research and positive consumer opinions.
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Introduction
The design of clothing supplements is one of the arts that has occupied an important position in the field of design because of its great impact in showing the beauty of clothing and its elegance and the appearance of a renewed appearance always, where the design of clothing supplements is one of the areas of design that are characterized by a special nature because of its great impact on the appearance of clothes. In addition to being considered one of the important factors that clarify the extent of civilization progress and the economic recovery of the dress of a country, it reflects in its designs, decoration and colors the civilization and beliefs of the society to which it belongs (Nadia Khalil), and there is no doubt that it has a fundamental role in completing the outward appearance of women because it gives them more Self-confidence, glamor, and the beauty of her outfit, whatever it was Simple, and keeps her from getting bored of repeatedly using the same outfit. (SafaaSabry:)
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Therefore, designing clothing accessories is nothing but a creative activity that includes innovative data that will meet

Human needs for decoration, which may be aesthetic, functional or economic, and this creative activity is a set of mental skills accompanied by a high capacity for feeling, which contributes to creating an appropriate atmosphere to imagine or visualize an innovative form of a clothing supplement work, and the construction of this form is subject to a process of organizing its vocabulary from Lines, spaces, blocks and spaces in a form that creates a visual pattern, so that this shape comes out in a form of aesthetic organization. (Medal Maher)

Supplements are subject to renewal and innovation processes from time to time due to their association with fashion, in which multiple styles and new treatments have become commonplace to keep up with tastes, innovations and rapid change in design Clothes, whether in terms of shape, material and colors, and the art of designing clothing supplements requires an innovative designer and artist who possesses a delicate sense and conscious art, to seek inspiration from new sources that no one has dealt with before him, or to reformulate the sources, but in an innovative way, adding that new in his field of art, all that surrounds The designer has visual indications that invite him to think, contemplate, analyze, and desire an innovative approach, and this does not come unless the designer has the ability to extract, modify and put the elements into a new formulation that is not recognized (Rehab Rajab:), and the designer embodies his ideas with the materials because they are an essential element in the composition of the complement and defining Its characteristics and its artistic and plastic values, and the more the designer’s knowledge of the material’s capabilities expanded, this led to an increase in his artistic innovations, bringing innovative designs based on his imagination that are compatible with contemporary fashion trends and meet the requirements of women in terms of innovation and distinction. It represents one of the important plastic, aesthetic, and functional aspects in the field of clothing design that shows the culture and vision of the designer, his creative methods and his intellectual developments, in order to reach a special entity that is distinguished by him. He was divorced from him, trying to develop concepts related to complementation to form new directions, formulations, and innovative ideas indicating modernity in an attempt to change the established concepts of the complement and reFormulated in updated visions that prove the designer's originality in its handling. Since the modern trend in the field of clothing supplements requires the innovation of new and strange forms and different types of supplements, the results of many studies and research in the field of clothing supplements such as the study of (Aya) have shown

Wajih Muhammad: (She studied the art of quilling, "the art of wrapping colored paper," and
the possibility of using it and employing it to make designs for separate and related supplements to women's clothing, and the results of the research resulted in positive opinions of specialists towards the proposed designs, as well as a study (Sabra Duaij Al-Fahd: (where she used paper waste) The color scheme has employed it in the design and implementation of women's clothing supplements, and the implemented designs have met the acceptance of specialists and consumers, and the study recommended the necessity to encourage small industries in the field of clothing supplements as they do not need a large capital and they open job opportunities for young graduates, and from studies that used new materials Unconventional in designing and producing accessories for clothing comes a study (IsraaZain Al-Abidin:) which deals with many unconventional materials such as (paper, ropes, leather, woods, metals, beads, ribbons, ropes, hoses, wires) and has designed and produced clothing products and their accessories. By combining them and combining them with various other materials such as (zippers, belts, gloves, neck ties), the designs implemented have met with the acceptance of specialists in the field. Among the studies that dealt with designing women's clothing supplements and relied on the sources of inspiration in the design, the study (Nasreen Muhammad Ismail:) Where it dealt with the traditional Bedouin costumes in Egypt to be used in preparing a group Of designs for contemporary clothes and their complementary combining originality and modernity, and the results of the research resulted in positive opinions of specialists as well as disposables, and in the study (Aya Mahmoud Mustafa:) the researcher presented a set of design proposals for decorative configurations based in her design on geometric shapes in the Egyptian folklore and implemented 2 sets to complement women's clothing The results found that there are statistically significant differences between the supplements implemented at the level of significance 0.01 according to the opinions of specialists and consumers, as well as a study where the researcher was inspired by her designs to make clothing supplements from metal rods in car tires and used silver, copper and gem stones of various sizes to design uniform supplements, and she was able to study AfraSaleh Al-Hassoun: To come up with artistic and color treatments for the 12 innovative designs (bag - belt) by employing the elements of Kufic script and arabesque motifs, and the results of the study resulted in the specialists 'acceptance of the proposed designs as well as the positive consumers of the designs. In another study, (HamdahKhalifa, ImanKamel -) was inspired by art. Saudi popular and investing potential!The technical and plasticity of the natural leather material in the production of innovative leather crafts and supplements in line with the market requirements, and in the study (Khadija Saeed, AbeerJameel) I was inspired by the garment decorations of
the Harb tribe to make designs of complementary clothes with the aim of making use of the traditional clothes of the women of the tribe and adapting them in line with modernity by employing and implementing Decorative units for a modern innovative design

Through the synthesis of materials and the use of different techniques, where 2 clothing supplements were designed and were accepted by specialists in the field of clothing supplements. The study emphasized the importance of combining materials to produce clothing supplement designs. Among the studies that dealt with the production of clothing supplements and that had an important role in encouraging the establishment of small projects in the field of supplements, the study (Jihan Mahmoud and Wafa Muhammad;) aimed at making use of colored ribbons in the implementation of some clothing supplements through a training program for students of the fourth year majoring in economics My home is to encourage female graduates to implement small projects, and the implemented supplements have met with acceptance and success in light of the specialists 'evaluation averages of the evaluation axes, and the study (Sherif Muhammad Yusef): which aimed to make use of the remains of leather and remnants of jeans fabrics in making clothing supplements and devising artistic and technical methods in the field of synthesis to make designs Innovative clothing supplements capable of competition and creating job opportunities for youth, developing small enterprises, and achieving a beneficial return on the individual and society, and through the survey study of previous studies on designing women's clothing supplements, the researcher tried in this research to create a contemporary artistic design vision for the supplements of separate women's clothing using the art of combining in a juxtaposed manner. The materials, their addition, and the dressing technique are based on four basic materials such as (decorative tapes - ropes - soft leather). I sell - neck strap (and auxiliary materials such as) shells - agate stones - pearl beads - carton strings parlé - metal accessories of various shapes - plastic accessories - metal chains - sherbet - metal coins - leather strings - seashell buttons - metal clamps - decorative ribbons - balls Wool)

**Research Problem:**

The research problem is summarized in the main question: What is the possibility of presenting proposed designs for women's clothing supplements that find acceptance by professionals and consumers?

This question is divided into the following sub-questions:

1. What is the possibility of creating contemporary designs to complement the separate women's clothing using the art of combination?
2. What are the professional opinions of the suggested clothing supplement designs?
3. What is the degree of consumer acceptance of the proposed clothing supplement designs?

Honesty and Persistence:

First: A Questionnaire of Specialists

Validity of the questionnaire: it means the ability of the questionnaire to measure what was put to measure it. Honesty using internal consistency between the total score of each axis and the total score of the questionnaire: The validity was calculated using the internal consistency by calculating the correlation coefficient (Pearson correlation coefficient) between the total score of each axis (the design aspect, the aesthetic and innovative aspect, the functional aspect) and the overall score.

Second: Verify The Research Hypotheses:

The first hypothesis: "There are statistically significant differences between the designs implemented in achieving the aesthetic and innovative aspect according to the opinions of specialists."

To verify this hypothesis, an analysis of variance was calculated for the average degrees of designs implemented in the extent of achieving the aesthetic and innovative aspect, according to the opinions of specialists.
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